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I first met Hal Mettam in Beirut in 1974 just before the civil war which tore Lebanon apart.
He was flying Boeing 707s for Middle East Airlines (MEA). Those were the days when being
an airline pilot was still glamorous. Hal flew just three or four flights a week sometimes to
London or Paris but more often to Cairo, Amman and Jeddah. Most evenings he was free to
dine with his family in the restaurants down town. Beirut was known as the Paris of the East
and the balmy evenings sitting looking over the
Mediterranean were as close to paradise as you could
get.
Hal just before his 20th birthday from his RAAF identity card
(Mettam family)

I was aware that Hal had flown Lancasters during the
war but he never wanted to talk about it. In fact the only
time we discussed the war was when the manager of the
Phoenicia Hotel came and sat at our table one evening.
He was Austrian and told us how he had swum the river
at Stalingrad and was one of the only survivors from his
unit in that worst of all battles. A year later he died in
the ruins of his own hotel as the civil war engulfed Lebanon.
Hal and his wife Elizabeth retired to England and I kept in touch with them until they
both died in recent years. As time went by he attended more squadron reunions and would let
slip the occasional wartime anecdote. However, it was not until his two daughters allowed me
to look at his logbooks that I was able to paint the full picture of his career in the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) assisted by a variety of sources including the Squadron
Operational Record books which are available in the British National Archives.
Hal was an Australian from Perth where he was born on 2 August 1924. His daughters
later wrote that he was sent to boarding school at the age of six, and spent his holidays on his
uncle’s enormous cattle station, Margaret Downs, in the Northern Territory. He remembered
being flown there by one of the legendary pioneers of Australian aviation, Sir Charles
Kingsford Smith, one of the first men to fly solo from England to Australia, and being
allowed to sit on the wing, watching the Australian outback unfold beneath him. 1
After a short spell in the RAAF Reserve he began his flying training in January 1943
in Tiger Moths and then Wirraways. The latter was an Australian–built trainer modelled on
the American NA-16. After seven months of training Hal boarded the USS Mount Vernon, an
American troopship which spent much of the war plying the waters between Australia and
San Francisco. During his five weeks in the United States Hal was based at Camp Myles
Standish in Taunton, Massachusetts which was used as a staging camp prior to embarkation
at Boston. Owing to an outbreak of Scarlet Fever in the camp he was able to explore some of
the United States by Greyhound bus. There followed a seven day dash across the Atlantic in
the Cunard Line’s RMS Aquitania painted in wartime grey to evade German U-boats.
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Sergeant Mettam with Course No
48 at RAF Snitterfield. (Mettam
family)

In England flight
training ramped up
considerably. After an initial
few weeks in Brighton, Hal
was sent to RAF Snitterfield in
Warwickshire, the home of No
19 Pilots’ Advanced Flying
Unit where he trained on the
Airspeed Oxford. In March
1944 he moved to RAF
Fiskerton in Lincolnshire,
where he flew Oxfords and
Wellingtons at No 1514 Beam
Approach Training (BAT)
Flight before a four month
spell at 27 Operational
Training Unit (OTU) at Lichfield particularly intended for Commonwealth pilots and crews
about to join front-line RAF squadrons. Finally in August 1944 Hal got to fly the Halifax
bomber of 1656 Heavy Conversion Unit (HCU) at RAF Lindholme, Yorkshire before moving
to No 2 Lancaster Finishing School (LFS) at RAF Hemswell in Lincolnshire. On 16
September 1944 Hal qualified to fly Lancasters on operations. 2
It was at Lichfield that Hal’s Australian crew formed as a unit. Flight Sergeant
‘Snow’ Barton was the navigator, Keith Saladine (bomb aimer), Bill Evans (wireless
operator), Ned Kennedy (rear gunner) and Cliff Lockyer (mid-upper gunner). Frank Simon,
the only British member of the crew, joined them at 1656 HCU and took his first flight with
Hal on 16 August 1944. In mid-August Hal was promoted from Flight Sergeant to Pilot
Officer and in November to Flying Officer. In Spring 1945 he became a Flight Lieutenant.
The meticulous courses of training were a far cry from how pilots were rushed into
combat during the First World War. In fact his training (and a large slice of luck) may well
account for Hal’s survival during the following year and that of all of his crew, which
remained almost unchanged throughout the war. On 21 September 1944 Hal joined 166
Squadron at RAF Kirmington. The squadron had been busy for several days bombing Calais
which was still holding out following the Normandy invasion. It had lost three aircraft and
crews during the month of September.
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For his first operational mission Hal flew as second pilot with a British crew. This was a
daylight mission on 3 October to Westkapelle in Holland. The Bomber Command Campaign
Diary explains that
Over 250 Lancasters and seven Mosquitos commenced the attack on the sea walls of
Walcheren Island. Coastal gun batteries at Walcheren dominated the approaches to the
port of Antwerp, whose facilities could handle 40,000 tons per day of much needed
supplies when ships could safely use the approaches. The intention was to flood the
island, most of which was…below sea level. 3

On departure from the target Hal could see
flooding over an extensive area.4
Hal (far right) with his crew from left. Keith
Saladine, Ned Kennedy, Bill Evans and Snow Barton
(seated in the door) Cliff Lockyer (seated bottom) 15
April 1945 (Mettam family)

Just a few days later Hal’s crew was
moved to RAF Scampton as 153 Squadron was
reformed. By late 1944 bomber squadrons had
two flights of around 18 aircraft each
commanded by a Squadron Leader. The
overall squadron was led by a Wing
Commander. Hal’s B flight commander,
Squadron Leader John Gee, later wrote in his
memoir Wingspan that they were at
Kirmington ‘only long enough to gather
together a few crews and aeroplanes and fly
them over to our new base at RAF Scampton
just north of Lincoln on the Roman road
known as Ermine Street. So on 15 October
1944 153 Squadron was reborn. …Very
quickly new Lancasters were flown in from
Avro factories to Scampton and new aircrew arrived from the Lancaster finishing school’.5
Scampton was an established RAF station and a great deal more comfortable than the
temporary airfields which had sprung up all over Lincolnshire. At least Hal would return
from missions to a warm bedroom and clean sheets.
On 25 October Hal’s crew (making their first operational sortie together)
accompanied the squadron on a daylight raid on Essen. They dropped their 11 1000-pound
and four 500-pound bombs from 19,000 feet at 1532 hours. Gee later wrote
We went on towards Essen climbing to our bombing height of 20,000ft. As we passed
the 10,000ft mark we turned on our oxygen supply. Soon we saw the searchlights and
flak ahead. What a barrage they put up to defend the Ruhr. Essen was hidden beneath
3
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total cloud cover but the Pathfinders had done their job well; we could clearly see a
concentration of red and green flares above the cloud. We released our bombs after
aiming at the sky markers with the flak bursting all around us. 6

The bombers were fortunate on this occasion to have fighter support in the form of
Mustangs and Spitfires. This had been a massive raid by 771 bombers including 508
Lancasters. Essen’s Krupp steel works were destroyed as was the Borbeck pig iron plant.
That night Essen ‘lost its role as one of Germany's most important centres of war
production’.7

Extract from 153 Squadron records for 28 October 1944 (National Archives)

There followed three massive raids on Cologne. In the first on 28 October 733 aircraft
took part. According to the Bomber Command campaign diary, the ‘districts of Mülheim and
Zollstock, north-east and south-west of the centre respectively, became the centre of the raids
and were both devastated. Much damage was caused to power-stations, railways and harbour
installations on the Rhine’.8 Hal’s crew, flying Lancaster NG757, took part in the daylight
raid. This time they had a 4,000-pound bomb, five 1000-pounders and six 500-pound bombs.
After two dummy runs at 1606 hours they dropped their bombs from 20,000 feet over some
red target indicators and factory fires. The ‘aiming point could not be seen owing to cloud.
No markers were seen and the Master Bomber could not be heard. Alternative built-up area
east of the Rhine was bombed on second run up. Huge flash lit up the cloud and considerable
fires seen burning’.9 They were twice hit by anti-aircraft ‘flak’ fire and sustained two holes in
the aircraft.

Part of a page from Hal’s wartime logbook. (Mettam family)
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Gee recalled ‘It was to be a daylight attack in which sixteen Lancasters of 153
Squadron were to take part… As we approached Cologne we could see the ground clearly
through the broken cloud and huge cloud of smoke rising from the target area. The first wave
had done its job well. As we approached … all hell broke loose. We could hear the shells
exploding and could smell them as we flew through the balls of
black smoke. The aircraft was being bounced about the sky by
the explosions. After dropping our bombs we emerged from
the barrage and set course for home… We enjoyed a few
drinks in the Mess that night before going to bed’.10
Frank Simon. Flight Engineer 166 and 153 Squadron. (Jill Saunders)

‘The squadron had settled down well and on our first
few operations we had not suffered any losses although a
number of aeroplanes had been damaged by flak. Morale was
very high and I was fortunate to have a great bunch of chaps in
my flight’.11
On 30 October there was a night raid on Cologne. They took off at 1740 and dropped
their bombs at 2104 from 18,000 feet before touching down back at Scampton safely at 2325
hours. Pathfinders had illuminated the target with red and white flares and the crew reported a
‘good concentration of bomb bursts’. The very following day they returned to Cologne on
another night mission. Releasing the bombs from 19,000 feet they reported seeing a ‘large
orange glow seen reflected on cloud’.12 On 31 October ‘one of the squadron Lancasters was
hit by a 1000lb bomb dropped from an aircraft flying above. The bomb went straight through
the starboard wing which was badly damaged but fortunately it was able to return to
Scampton’.13
The ruins of Cologne in 1945
(Wikipedia; public domain)

Three raids in four days
must have been a gruelling
experience but the crew only had
one day off before Hal’s sixth
mission, to Dusseldorf on 2
November. This was their third
successive trip in Lancaster PD642
and it was another night-time
mission. They released their bombs
from 20,000 feet and reported that
the fire glow could be seen from 70
miles away.14
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Gee observed that it ‘was a black day for the squadron. We suffered our first loss
when a Lancaster flown by Flying Officer McCormack failed to return’.15 He continued:
A tour of operations on a heavy bomber squadron placed a very considerable strain on
the nerves of the crews involved. Only those who actually experience it themselves
really know and fully understand the strain to which the aircrew were subjected…
Occasionally someone’s nerves would break under the strain and the individual
concerned would be quite incapable of going on any more operations. 16

After what must have been a blissful week of rest Hal next flew to Germany on 9
November to bomb the synthetic oil plant at Wanne Eickel in the Ruhr in daylight. Two days
later, during an attack on Dortmund, Hal’s Lancaster was attacked by a twin-engined enemy
aircraft (possibly a Messerschmitt 410). Two days later, at night, the squadron returned to
Wanne Eickel. Again the glow of the fires could be seen from 60 miles away. On their return
they were diverted (probably because of fog) to the USAF base at Rattlesden, near Bury St
Edmunds in Suffolk where four squadrons of Flying Fortresses were based. This was not
their first brush with the Americans. There was plenty of friendly rivalry. Gee boasted ‘The
Americans could not believe the load that each Lancaster could carry. On our operations in
Lancasters we normally carried a load varying between 12,000-16,000lbs whereas the Flying
Fortress would only carry 4000lbs’.17
The following morning Hal flew NG167 back to Scampton in time for his next (11th)
operation the following day: the bombing of Aschaffenburg. It was a night raid and he was
ordered by the ‘Master Bomber’ (from the Pathfinder squadron which had the responsibility
for bombing accuracy) to drop his bombs ‘at the centre of red glow’. The account continues
‘No results observed’.18Although the official records are very formulaic one senses a slight
feeling of dissatisfaction about this operation, perhaps because the town (not far from
Frankfurt) contained a tank factory, a ball-bearing plant and several railway lines.
Six days later the target was Freiburg at night. Hal reported ‘buildings burning well in
the centre of town and a large explosion at 2000’,19 just five minutes before dropping his
bombs from 15,000 feet. The Bomber Command campaign diary comments that;
Freiburg was not an industrial town and had not been bombed before by the RAF. It was
attacked on this night because it was a minor railway centre and because many German
troops were believed to be present in the town;…. Photographs showed that the railway
20
targets were not hit but that the main town area was severely damaged.

Their next sortie is shown in Hal’s log as Merseburg but in the squadron records as
Leuna. In fact, Leuna is a small town south of Merseburg with a huge IG Farben factory
which created synthetic oil, employing thousands of slave labourers.
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On 12 December 1944 Hal flew his 14th mission; to Essen again. During the attack
two Lancasters from another squadron collided and blew up with a ‘blinding flash’. And on
their return journey ‘one of our aeroplanes was attacked by a German night-fighter’.21
Hal was not required to fly to Ludwigshafen on the 15 December, but he did take part
on the raid on Ulm on the 17th and on Coblenz on the 22nd. On return from Coblenz the fog
thickened and, according to Gee, ‘we began to wonder where we would be able to land. We
knew there would be very few aerodromes in the UK still operational. After some time we
received a WT message instructing us to go to Manston in Kent. At Manston a huge
emergency landing strip had been built, 3000 yards long and 250 yards wide. A system of fog
dispersal known as FIDO burned large quantities of fuel to clear fog up to 200ft thick. There
were about 200 Lancasters landing and there were aeroplanes everywhere’.22 Squadron
Leader Gee spotted an opportunity for a night out.
I had a talk with 153 Squadron crews and suggested we go into Margate to fend for
ourselves and be back at Manston next morning. We spotted a nice looking inn called
the Cinque Ports. We were glad to get into the warmth and enjoy a pint. Mine host…
found us something to eat, producing the remains of his daughter’s wedding breakfast
and a supper of duck, green peas and potatoes. We really enjoyed it. What a way to
finish an operation. Later they found us beds for the night. I shared a double bed with
my rear gunner.23
Margate before the war with
the Cinque Ports pub on the
far right (Vintage postcard)

The following afternoon
hundreds of Lancasters took off
from Manston to return to their
bases, often taking off three or
four abreast. Due to fog, 153
Squadron bombers could not get
into Scampton and so landed at
nearly Binbrook instead.
On the 27 December Hal’s crew had their first failure. In a night attack on Rheydt the
bombs ‘hung up’ in the bomb bay and would not drop. They tried a second bombing run but
that too was unsuccessful. Another crew had the identical problem suggesting that something
had gone awry when loading the bombs at Scampton. Hal makes no mention of this
dangerous incident in his logbook. Jill Saunders, the daughter of Frank Simon, Hal’s flight
engineer, has a story from her father that Hal landed with a full bomb load. One of the crew
asked if they would have to bail out, to which Hal replied calmly ‘No, that won’t be
necessary’ before executing a perfect landing. 24
Hal’s final mission with 153 Squadron was on 2 January 1945 to Nuremburg. The
Lancasters took off in early afternoon and would have flown over Lincoln as usual. Gee
remembered that he ‘liked Lincoln. The beautiful cathedral perched high on the hill at the
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north end of the city was a wonderful landmark for us on daylight operations as it stood out
so well against the skyline’.25 From there they joined the bomber stream towards Germany.
At 1926 hours Hal dropped his bombs ‘north of the marshalling yards’. He saw a big
explosion at 1941 hours before returning to Scampton just before midnight. Tragically 153
Squadron lost another crew when Pilot Officer Reid’s aircraft collided near Scampton with
another Lancaster belonging to 150 Squadron. Reid and most of his crew were Canadian. 26
Lancaster over Lincoln Cathedral.
Reproduced under the Open
Government License UK MOD Crown
Copyright

It was a sad moment for Hal
to leave the squadron but he had
been selected for Pathfinder
training. This was a clear indication
that he was highly regarded as a
pilot and that his navigator was
also first class. The Pathfinder
navigation course was short, taking
just over a week at RAF Warboys
in Huntingdonshire, and a few days later Hal joined 582 Pathfinder Squadron at Little
Staughton.
By now there had been a small change to his trusty crew. The one Briton, Frank
Simon, was suffering from stomach ulcers which required an operation in Ely and he was
medically discharged, much to his regret. His daughter comments that her father ‘always
admired Hal and his skill as a pilot and spoke frequently and fondly of them all’.27 Frank was
replaced as flight engineer by another Briton, Sergeant L.H. James. In Pathfinder squadrons
the bomb aimer had recently became an additional navigator, so the existing bomb aimer,
Keith Saladine, became Navigator II alongside ‘Snow’ Barton as Navigator I.
Hal’s new Squadron had experienced a torrid time since its formation. Between April
and July 1944 it had lost 11 of its 36 crews.28 However, it had gained a reputation for
navigational excellence. Unfortunately, Hal’s first operation to Bottrop in The Ruhr was a
failure. His Lancaster could not get above 8,000 feet and he had to abort and land at Manston.
The following day Hal flew the ailing aircraft back to Little Staughton on only three engines.
His next destination was Dortmund on 20 February. This went much better and they
dropped their bombs and their markers accurately. One scare, however, was an unexploded
incendiary in the starboard fuel tank (probably dropped from a Lancaster flying above them).
Three days later Pforzheim was the target. At first sight this seems an unusual target
— the traditional home of watch-making in Germany. However, it was believed that the
town’s skills were being employed to manufacture precision instruments used in the
warheads for the V2 rockets which were being used against Britain with devastating effect.
25
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Eight aircraft of the squadron took part and for once, there was no cloud over the target and
the bombing was deadly accurate. Hal dropped his bombs at 2000 hours, slightly north of the
target, and turned for home reaching Little Staughton at 2252 hours, the first plane to arrive
back at base.29 Tragically, one of the squadron aircraft was lost including its heroic pilot. The
Bomber Command campaign diary records that
Bomber Command's last Victoria Cross of the war was won on this night. The Master
Bomber was Captain Edwin Swales, DFC, a South African serving with No 582
Squadron. His Lancaster was twice attacked over the target by a German fighter... Two
engines and the rear turret of the Lancaster were put out of action. Captain Swales
continued to control the bombing until the end of the raid and must take some credit for
the accuracy of the attack. He set out on the return flight but encountered turbulent cloud
and ordered his crew to bale out. This they all did successfully but Captain Swales had no
opportunity to leave the aircraft and was killed when it crashed.30

The death of Swales would have affected Hal deeply. He was a popular member of
the squadron and Hal would have known him well, not least because two of his crew (who
both survived) were Australian. As for Pforzheim, 83% of its buildings were destroyed that
night.
On 1 March 1945 the target was Mannheim. This was the first time that Hal’s aircraft
had led a raid which meant he was the first to arrive over the target. The following night Hal
was back in action on another daylight raid to Cologne. He had only landed after the
Mannheim raid at 1754 hours the previous
evening and took off for Cologne at 0750
hours the following morning. This must
have been a nerve-shredding experience
with little chance of getting a good night’s
sleep. He had a good view of Cologne on
his first pass but it was obscured when he
dropped his bombs. He would later tell his
daughters that his crew was always careful
not to bomb the cathedral.31 This was the
last raid to Cologne which was captured by
the Americans four days later.
Hal (left) with Keith Saladine (Mettam family)

Three days later, on 6 March, it was
Chemnitz and another episode that would
have affected Hal deeply. On that ill-fated
day 760 aircraft took part. The Bomber
Command diary reports that
The operation started badly when nine aircraft of No 6 Group crashed near their bases
soon after taking off in icy conditions. No 426 Squadron, at Linton-on-Ouse, lost 3 out of
their 14 Halifaxes taking part in the raid in this way, with only one man surviving. One of
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the Halifaxes crashed in York, killing some civilians. 22 further aircraft were lost in the
main operation - 14 Lancasters and eight Halifaxes. 32

For Hal it was all pretty routine to begin with. He had a new Flight Engineer,
McPherson, and he took off at night and dropped his flare markers and bombs over the target
at 2137 hours. On the way home he had crossed the English Channel and was flying over
southern England alongside another 582 Squadron Lancaster flown by Johnnie Gould when it
suddenly exploded in mid-air killing everyone except the rear gunner. For some reason some
unused flares had detonated in the bomb bay. Three members of Gould’s crew were
Australian.
On 8 March the target was Kassel. Kassel’s fate was sealed because of the Henschel
and Sohn factory which manufactured Tiger tanks as well as the Fiesler aircraft plant and a
military headquarters.
In March 1945 582 Squadron consisted of 296 officers and aircrew and 235 ground
crew. Of the flyers 50 were Canadian, 41 Australian and four New Zealanders. Fourteen men
— two whole crews — were killed during the month. 33
On 13 March 1945 Hal flew to Herne in the Ruhr where the target was the Erin
‘Benzole’ (synthetic oil) plant. It was a night operation and Hal reported that ‘one large
explosion lit up the target for about 10 seconds’.34
It was Hanau on the 18/19 March. Unusually they took off after midnight (on 19
March) and arrived home at dawn. Hal reported that the ‘main force bombing [was] very
good, even incendiaries well concentrated. Target [was a] sheet of flame when left’.35 The
Bomber Command campaign diary struggled to explain the purpose of this attack. ‘No
industrial buildings and 2,240 houses were destroyed. The Altstadt was completely
devastated and, says the report, all of the town's churches, hospitals, schools and historic
buildings were badly hit’.36
Tommy MacLachlan was an air gunner with 582 Squadron and he gave Sean Feast,
the author of Master Bombers, a good description of life in the squadron.
It was an unforgettable experience of comradeship, excitement, laughter and fear
all rolled into one. Each day when you woke the first thought that came into
your head was ‘Will I be flying tonight? … In the afternoon we would attend
briefing and Little Staughton would be closed down; no outside phone calls [and]
no leaving the airfield. The armourers would load the different types of target
indicators and bombs [and] the petrol bowsers were busy putting the high octane
fuel into the aircraft (1200 gallons for a raid on the Ruhr).
Before take-off the meal was always the same; eggs and chips … Invariably on
the way to the target one could see bombers being shot down by the nightfighters. Over the target was an experience that anyone who has witnessed it will
never forget. Searchlights, flak, flares and target indicators all combined to turn
night into a huge colourful, beautiful but frightening event. ...When we landed
32
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and had been to debriefing, we had another meal and made our way back to our
billet although the nervous tension of the past few hours made sleep almost
impossible.37
On 24 March the Bomber Command campaign diary observed ‘The final phase of the
land war opened on this day, with the amphibious crossing of the Rhine on the Wesel sector
and the airborne landings among the enemy defences a few hours later’.38 However, the
bombing campaign continued. On the same day 177 aircraft attacked the railway yards at
Sterkrade so successfully that, according to the war diary, there was ‘complete destruction of
a well packed marshalling yard. No aircraft lost’. Sterkrade was Hal’s 29th mission and he
dropped his 18 500-pound bombs on the ‘railway sidings’ which he could see through the
cloud.39
Hal had flown seven operational sorties during the month of March, about one every
four days. This equalled the seven he flew with 153 Squadron back in November 1944. This
was an exhausting schedule, but it was already clear that the war was won and would only
last a few weeks more.
On 4 April Lutzkendorf was Hal’s 30th sortie, which would normally have earned
him some leave and a six-month break from operations as 30 sorties comprised one tour in a
normal bomber squadron. For Pathfinders however the figure was 45 and, with the war
evidently coming to an end, Hal and his crew had to just keep on going.
Hamburg was his destination on 8 April. It was a night operation and the target was
the Blohm and Voss shipyard. The very next night it was Kiel. 501 Lancasters were involved
including 16 from 582 Squadron.
Hal had a passenger on this raid. Flight Lieutenant Ted Stocker was on board to clock
up his 100th mission. He described the circumstances in his biography40 “Then came the day
at last for my 100th operation, flying as a spare bed with an Australian Flying Officer Hal
Mettam. Mettam was on his 13th trip [Stocker must mean 13th as a Pathfinder; it was Hal’s
31st mission overall] and relatively inexperienced and probably a little nervous of having
someone like me on board rather than his usual bomb aimer. I hoped that 13 wouldn’t prove
unlucky for either of us. The target chosen was Kiel where the Deutsche Werke U-boat yards
were still considered a threat and three capital ships – the Admiral Scheer, the Admiral
Hipper and the Emden - were hiding out… We had the satisfaction later of learning that the
raid had been a total success.” The Bomber Campaign Diary agreed.
This was an accurate raid, made in good visibility on two aiming points in the
harbour area. Photographic reconnaissance showed that the Deutsche Werke Uboat yard was severely damaged, the pocket battleship Admiral Scheer was hit
and capsized, the Admiral Hipper and the Emden were badly damaged.41
From 14 to 16 April Hal and his crew were sent back to Warboys to 1323 Airborne
Gun-Laying Turrets (AGLT) Flight for what was presumably a standard refresher course and
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on 25 April Hal flew his 33rd and final operational sortie. This was to Wangerooge, a raid
intended to knock out the coastal batteries on this Frisian island which controlled the
approaches to the ports of Bremen and Wilhelmshaven.
On 4 May Hal flew one mission on behalf of Operation MANNA, during which
thousands of tons of food were dropped, often from only 500 feet to provide for the halfstarved Dutch population. In Hal’s case he flew to Rotterdam and would have released his
consignment onto Waalhaven airfield and/or Kralingse Plas. During MANNA over 3,000
Lancaster sorties were flown and over 6,000 tons of food dropped. One navigator later wrote
‘As we arrived people had gathered already and were waving flags, making signs, etc., doing
whatever they could. It was a marvellous sight. As time went on, so there were also
messages, such as ’Thank you for coming boys’.42

582 Squadron May 1945 (courtesy of the RAF Pathfinders Archive)

Hal’s final sortie was part of a huge prisoner repatriation scheme known as EXODUS.
This was the only mission he was happy to talk about. It comprised a flight to Germany to
collect 24 RAF prisoners of war (PoW) from the
thousands who had been marched westwards by
the Germans from their Stalag-Luft prison
camps being overrun by the advancing
Russians.. The war in Europe had ended on 8
May 1945 and on the 10th Hal flew to Lubeck
and, for the first time, actually landed on
German soil.
Hal seated bottom left in the Squadron photograph.
Group Captain Stafford Coulson is top right.

As he came into land there was the amazing sight of a whole German panzer division
parked on both verges of the road because the tanks had run out of lubricating oil. Although
there were hundreds of British aircraft landing at Lubeck there was a natural concern that
some Germans might fire at them. A squadron of Focke Wulf 190s was located nearby and
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aware of their presence. In the end all went well and Hal flew the PoWs to England. 43 His
logbook states that he flew them to Sieford, but this was probably RAF Seighford, an air
station near Stafford.
Reading the 582 Squadron Operations Record Book for May 1945 one can feel the
sense of deflation after the intensity of the previous months and years. They tried to keep the
crews busy with ‘Cooks Tours’ which gave the ground crew in the squadron the chance to see
German cities from the air. There were also some cross-country flights and some training.
Pathfinder badges were awarded. Hal left the squadron on 17 June the day after Barton,
Lockyer and Saladine. 44
He was sent to No 9 Aircrew Holding Unit at Gamston, Nottinghamshire, which was
the main camp for repatriating RAAF personnel. Crews were sent there before departure to
either the Pacific theatre of war or more often to be sent home via No 11 Personnel Reception
and Despatch Centre in Brighton, which occupied the Grand and Metropole hotels on the
seafront.
It was during this period of enforced relaxation
that, according to Hal’s daughters, ‘he enrolled as an
extra at Pinewood Studios, gained his actor’s Equity
card and appeared in films including The Way to the
Stars and Caesar and Cleopatra. He became quite
friendly with some of the actors there, including David
Niven, Stewart Granger and Deborah Kerr’.45
Award of the treasured Path Finder Badge signed by AVM
Donald Bennett himself. (Mettam family)

Hal set off home on 11 November aboard the SS
Orion crammed with Australian troops. Only three days
later the ship had to return to port with mechanical
problems, but there were also complaints of
overcrowding. There was a question in the British
parliament to which the government responded
She sailed from Southampton on 11 November, but
owing to damage to her machinery, had to return. I am glad to inform the House that
another ship has been allocated, but it will be some two or three weeks before the ship
will sail. It must be realised that, so long as the present pressure on passenger space
continues, there must be some sacrifice of comfort if men are to be got home within a
reasonable period, and it will not always be possible to provide cabin accommodation for
every officer.46

Hal departed again on 30 November 1945 aboard the SS Athlone Castle and arrived
back in Australia on 28 December. He was still only a Flight Lieutenant, but he had been
through the most intense experience imaginable and without losing a single member of his
crew.
43

Hal Mettam in discussion with the author 10 May 2010.
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After the war Hal spent all of his career flying. He began with Guinea Air Traders
and, after another spell with the RAAF, he joined Qantas in 1952 and Malayan Airways from
1953 graduating from Dakotas to Viscounts. Later he flew in the Caribbean with British West
Indian Airways before his longest spell with MEA. In his later years he attended squadron
reunions in Lincoln. In 2007 he was reunited with Ned Kennedy thanks to the efforts of Jill
Saunders. Sadly Frank had died in 1973. Hal himself passed away in 2011 and Ned Kennedy
was the last to go in 2015.

T

The control tower and a Lancaster hangar at Little Staughton in October 2021 (author’s photos)

Hal was very alive to the controversy which surrounded the bombing strategy of Sir
Arthur ‘Bomber’ Harris. Although he admired Harris (and once met him) he was certainly
conscious of the death and destruction which heavy bombing caused in German cities and he
developed a hatred for war which he witnessed again in Lebanon in the late 1970s. However,
he understood that his was a total war against an evil regime. Like many Australians he had
little time for Winston Churchill, whom he blamed for the Australian casualties at Gallipoli,
but also for neglecting the credit due to Harris and Bomber Command for their major role in
winning the war.47
His reluctance to talk about his wartime experiences owed something to the damage
caused to Germany. In no sense was he anti-German and he sent both his daughters to school
in Bavaria. He even asked for the German version of Lili Marlene to be played at his funeral.
Hal must have retained painful memories of those crews that never returned from
operational sorties. Nonetheless, he was an active supporter of the Bomber Command
memorial in London’s Hyde Park and he was particularly proud to have been a Pathfinder.
Anybody who knew Hal, his professionalism and his calmness would understand why
his crew both trusted and respected him. The most remarkable aspect is that he was still only
20 when the war in Europe came to an end.
Tim Willasey-Wilsey is Visiting Professor of War Studies at King’s College London. The
views expressed in this article are the author’s and do not represent those of any institution.
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